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bstract

VAR2CSA is the main candidate for a pregnancy malaria vaccine, but vaccine development may be complicated by sequence polymorphism.
ere, we obtained partial or full-length var2CSA sequences from 106 parasites and applied novel computational methods and three-dimensional
odeling to investigate VAR2CSA geographic variation and selection pressure. Our analysis reveals structural patterns of VAR2CSA sequence

ariation in which polymorphic sites group into segments of limited diversity. Within these segments, two or three basic types characterize a
ubstantial majority of the parasite samples. Comparison to the primate malaria Plasmodium reichenowi shows that these basic types have ancient
rigins. Globally, var2CSA genes are comprised of a mosaic of these ancestral polymorphic segments that have recombined extensively between
ar2CSA alleles. Three-dimensional modeling reveals that polymorphic segments concentrate in flexible loops at characteristic locations in the
ix VAR2CSA Duffy binding-like (DBL) adhesion domains. Individual DBL domain surfaces have distinct patterns of diversifying selection,
uggesting that limited and differing portions of each DBL domain are targeted by host antibody. Since standard phylogenetic tree analysis is
nadequate for highly recombining genes like var2CSA, we developed a novel phylogenetic approach that incorporates recombination and tracks

ew mutations in segment types. In the resulting tree, P. reichenowi is confirmed as an outlier and African and Asian P. falciparum isolates have
lightly diverged. These findings validate a new approach to modeling protein evolution in the presence of frequent recombination and provide a
learer understanding of how var gene products function as immunoevasive binding ligands.
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. Introduction

Pregnancy associated malaria (PAM), a substantial cause of
isease and death in pregnant women and newborns, is associ-
ted with a unique subset of Plasmodium falciparum-infected

rythrocytes (IE) that bind chondroitin sulfate A (CSA) in the
lacenta [1–3]. Pregnant women acquire protective antibodies
hat cross-react with geographically diverse placental isolates
4–6] suggesting that surface molecule(s) expressed by PAM
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nfected erythrocytes have conserved epitopes and, thus, that a
AM vaccine may be possible.

The specific targets of PAM immunity are currently being
nvestigated, but recent evidence suggests that VAR2CSA, a

ember of the P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane 1 (PfEMP1)
rotein family, may have an important role in PAM disease and
mmunity [7]. PfEMP1 proteins are clonally variant parasite
dhesion ligands expressed at the surface of infected erythro-
ytes [8]. Each parasite genome encodes approximately 60
ifferent PfEMP1 proteins, or var genes, but only expresses one
fEMP1 protein at a time [9]. The var2CSA gene is unusual
or the var gene family because it is found in all parasite iso-
ates and has been shown to be transcriptionally upregulated in
oth placental isolates [10,11] and laboratory parasites selected
o bind CSA [12]. VAR2CSA contains multiple CSA binding
uffy binding-like (DBL) domains [13] and appears to be one
f the few or only PfEMP1 proteins mediating CSA binding
ecause parasites in which the gene is experimentally disrupted
ose the ability to adhere strongly to CSA [14,15]. Furthermore,
AR2CSA is the target of maternal antibodies [16–19] making

t the leading candidate for a pregnancy malaria vaccine.
Because the VAR2CSA protein displays extensive sequence

nd antigenic polymorphism [12,16,17,20,21], designing an
ffective PAM vaccine will likely require detailed understand-
ng of VAR2CSA sequence, structural and geographic variation.
he three-dimensional structures for DBL domains contained in

he binding regions of two different erythrocyte binding ligands
nvolved in erythrocyte invasion were recently solved [22,23].
espite limited sequence similarity, these domains were found to
ave highly related structures suggesting that all DBL domains,
ncluding those in VAR2CSA, may share a similar structure.
his opens up new opportunities to investigate how VAR2CSA

16,17], and PfEMP1 proteins in general, have evolved as immu-
oevasive binding ligands [24].

A challenge of studying evolution of var2CSA, (and other
ighly recombinogenic gene families), is that recombination
educes the effectiveness of traditional phylogenetic approaches,
hich assume evolution via point mutation [25]. An additional
ractical complication is that var2CSA is large (∼10 kb), and
onsequently most gene comparisons have relied on small gene
ragments. An important problem in computation biology is dis-
overing correlations among nearby positions in amino acid
r DNA alignments. The immune system, for example, rec-
gnizes short stretches of amino acids in pathogen proteins.
hus, understanding patterns of sequence diversity is impor-

ant in vaccine design. In this study, we amplified full-length
AR2CSA sequences from a global collection of parasite iso-

ates and applied novel “recombination aware” computational
ethods and molecular modeling to investigate the diversity of
AR2CSA.

. Materials and methods
.1. Parasite isolates

Genomic DNAs in this study were prepared from culture
dapted parasite isolates that were previously published [26].

a
(
t
b
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.2. Amplification and sequencing of var2CSA sequences

Nearly complete or full-length var2CSA sequences were
mplified from 10 different parasites isolates (Table S1) rep-
esenting South East Asia (five isolates), East or West Africa
four isolates) or Central or South America (two isolates) using
reviously defined PCR conditions [20]. In brief, var2CSA
equences were amplified in a process of trial and error
n two to five overlapping parts using published degenerate
rimers to the unique UpsE-type 5′ gene flanking sequence
20] and gene-specific primers to highly conserved coding
egions. In addition, var2CSA sequences were collected from
he HB3 sequencing project [Broad Institute of Harvard and

IT (http://www.broad.mit.edu)] and from the P. falciparum
hana isolate at The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute website

t http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/P falciparum/.

.3. Entropy calculations

Protein multiple sequence alignments are widely used to infer
mino acid conservation within evolutionary related families.
he entropy score, a common approach for measuring sequence
ariation [27], calculates amino acid variation at a single multi-
le alignment position using the formula:

entropy = −
∑20

i=1
pi log2(pi)

here pi represents the observed frequency of residue type i in
he aligned column. The minimum positional entropy (0) occurs
t perfectly conserved positions and the maximum positional
ntropy (4.32 = log2 20) occurs at positions where all amino
cids are observed with equal frequency. Following segmenta-
ion (see below), we compute the post-segmentation entropy
f each position (see supplemental methods). A site’s post-
egmentation entropy, a number between zero and the site’s
ositional entropy, is reduced if its variation strongly correlates
ith variations at other polymorphic sites in the same segment.

.4. Segmentation

Segmentation analysis investigates correlations among mul-
iple nearby polymorphic sites [28]. We begin by computing
he optimal segmentation of our VAR2CSA multiple alignment
sing a maximum segment length of 15 amino acids and a max-
mum of three types per segment. To create longer segments,
e subsequently tried merging adjacent segments; however, this
id not lead to better segmentations. We also tried different
aximum numbers of segment types, but three appeared to cap-

ure most of the variation in the VAR2CSA dataset (data not
hown). The output of the segmentation process consists of (i)
he segment boundaries, (ii) an identification of the total num-
er of types found at each segment (either two or three), (iii)
type assignment to each sequence in each segment and (iv)

probabilistic sequence model of each segment’s sequences

see supplemental methods). We use these models to assign
ypes. Qualitatively, the segmentation procedure places segment
oundaries so that polymorphic sites in the same segment are

http://www.broad.mit.edu/
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/P_falciparum/
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trongly correlated while nearby polymorphic sites in different
egments are less (or not) correlated. To assess the significance
f the correlations implicit in the segmentation, we used a 10-
old cross validation methodology [29] to compare sequence
odels produced via segmentation with sequence models that

ssume mutations happen independently among sites (indepen-
ent model). The total cross-validated log likelihood is much
reater under the segmentation model (−24132) than under the
ndependent models (−31476) (p-value < 10−6 in a two-tailed
aired t-test) indicating that the segmentation model more accu-
ately predicts unseen sequences than the independent model.

.5. Phylogenetic analysis

For the phylogenetic analysis we used the dnaml pro-
ram of the PHYLIP package (http://evolution.genetics.
ashington.edu/phylip.html). Trees were compared using stan-

ard nucleotide alignments and type expanded nucleotide
lignments. The type expanded alignment takes the output
rom the segmentation analysis and specifically compares
ucleotide variation occurring within each of the basic segment

2

c

ig. 1. Positional entropy values across a VAR2CSA amino acid alignment. Position
nd partial VAR2CSA extracellular sequences. Entropy values were derived from all
-terminal segment (NTS), DBL and interdomain regions (ID) are labeled. The DBL
al Parasitology 155 (2007) 103–112 105

ypes at that segment position thereby avoiding comparisons
etween different segment types because these are most likely
ntroduced through gene conversion/recombination between
ar2CSA sequences. Question marks were introduced as gaps in
he type expanded nucleotide alignment for segment types not
resent in a specific var2CSA sequence. The resulting compari-
on leads to what we term ‘population trees’, which emphasize
ew mutation in ancestral recombination blocks. This approach
reats each observed sequence at a leaf of the phylogenetic tree
s a representative of a recombining parasite population that
ontains all types at each segment. The leaf sequences have
ne observed type per segment (i.e., from that parasite geno-
ype) and the other types in the parasite population are hidden.
he interior nodes of the tree also represent populations whose
equences (as in standard tools) are hidden and to be inferred
hrough phylogeny.
.6. Evolutionary analysis

To test for positive selection among amino acid encoding
odons we calculated estimates of rates of non-synonymous

al entropy values were calculated from a multiple alignment of 106 complete
available sequences at each alignment position (range 11–55 sequences). The
semi-conserved homology blocks B, D, F and H are shown to scale.

http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html
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dN) and synonymous substitution (dS) among codons. We cal-
ulated these ratios, henceforth called ω, for each codon of
he whole gene to ask whether particular codons were evolv-
ng under positive selection in order to ask whether a codon
as under positive selection (ω > 1) using a model of natural

election that allows for variable ω among codons. We used
Bayesian approach [30] to test for departures from neutrality

mong codons that allows for recombination to occur among lin-
ages throughout the sequence (and hence, independent multiple
enealogies).

.7. Molecular modeling

The three-dimensional conformations of the IT4 VAR2CSA
BL domains were modeled on the EBA-175 region

I [23] using the PROTINFO structure prediction server
http://protinfo.compbio.washington.edu). Modeling was per-
ormed using the comparative modeling protocol, which has
een shown to work well in the CASP protein structure pre-
iction experiments [31,32]. Initial models were constructed
sing a minimum perturbation approach that aims to preserve
s much information as possible from the template structure

olved by X-ray diffraction (the template with the Protein
ata Bank identifier 1zro was used). Variable side chains and
ain chains were then built using a graph-theory clique-finding

pproach that explores a variety of possible conformations

p
c
l
s

ig. 2. Segmentation structure of the VAR2CSA DBL2X domain. A segmentation ana
egions under diversifying selection (dN/dS values > 1) are underlined. Within each
re indicated by unshaded positions or shading differences. Brown amino acids denote
locks are labeled. Bar heights indicate the amount of positional entropy prior to (bla
AR2CSA sequences and sequence tags. Parasite isolates are shaded by geographic
r denotes P. reichenowi.
al Parasitology 155 (2007) 103–112

or the respective side chains and main chains and finds the
ptimal combination using an all-atom scoring function [33].
hese approaches are described in further detail in [34,35].
he positional entropies and polymorphic segments determined

rom the alignment of 18 fuller-length var2CSA sequences
ere mapped onto the IT4var DBL models after correcting for

ndels.

. Results and discussion

.1. VAR2CSA DBL domains are structured into variable
nd semi-conserved blocks

Whereas VAR2CSA is the primary candidate for a PAM
accine, relatively limited sequence information exists and
ost of this is partial gene fragments concentrated in only
small part of the protein. To acquire information about

ow VAR2CSA has diversified, we amplified full or nearly
ull-length var2CSA sequences from 10 parasite isolates from
round the world, and collected all of the partial or complete
ar2CSA sequences present in GenBank or at P. falciparum
enome sequencing projects (Table S1). In total, we com-

ared 106 var2CSA sequences including the complete or nearly
omplete extracellular binding region from 18 P. falciparum iso-
ates, 87 partial var2CSA sequences, and a partial VAR2CSA
equence from the chimpanzee malaria Plasmodium reichenowi.

lysis was performed to identify local correlations in amino acid polymorphism.
segment, different types are shaded blue, yellow or green. Segment boundaries
mutations from the consensus segment type. The B, D, F and H semi-conserved

ck) or post-segmentation (red). Entropy calculations are based on a total of 106
origin; Asian (top), African (middle) and Central or South American (bottom).

http://protinfo.compbio.washington.edu/
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verall, the 11 most complete VAR2CSA sequences, represent-
ng parasite isolates from Asia, Africa and Central America,
verage 78% amino acid identity (range 75–83%). The result-
ng VAR2CSA alignment length was 2859 amino acids in
hich the maximum coverage per site in the alignment is 55

equences (Table S1).
VAR2CSA is made up of six receptor-like DBL domains

nterspersed by variably sized interdomain (ID) regions. Pre-
ious sequence analysis revealed that DBL domains could be
rganized into 10 variable and 10 semi-conserved blocks (named
-J) [36]. The semi-conserved blocks correspond to structural

caffolding in solved DBL structures [22,23] and can be used as
frame of reference between DBL sequences. As the simplest
easure of VAR2CSA diversification we assessed the positional

ntropy or amino acid conservation at each position in the align-
ent (Fig. 1). Ignoring gaps, 1321 (46.2%) of the alignment

ositions are polymorphic, and 1174 (41.1%) have a positional
ntropy > 0.32, (the entropy for a position with one mutation
n 17 sequences). However, there exist substantial local cor-
elations that decrease this complexity (discussed below). As
xpected, variable blocks have a greater concentration of both
igh entropy positions and gaps in the alignment (Figs. 1 and 2).
lthough the six DBL domains in VAR2CSA differ in amino

cid conservation between 61 and 88% (Table S2), they all
end to have variable blocks adjacent to the B, D, F and H

emi-conserved blocks. However, the distribution of variabil-
ty differs between domains. For instance, there were variable
locks on both sides of semi-conserved block B in the DBL1,
BL2 and DBL6 domains, but only one side in the DBL4 and

g

p

ig. 3. Phylogenetic relationship between VAR2CSA sequences. (a) Example compari
n the type expanded alignment, only segments of the same type are directly compared
uestion marks. Population trees are constructed by submitting the type expanded ali
opulation tree (c) created from nucleotides of the 17 most complete VAR2CSA seq
ength = 3405 nucleotides).
al Parasitology 155 (2007) 103–112 107

BL5 domains, and the DBL3 domain was not highly variable at
hese locations (Fig. S1). These locations are also highly variable
n alignments of all DBL sequences, suggesting that the DBL
old is relatively insensitive to sequence and length variability
n these regions [24].

Unlike DBL domains, which have a variable/conserved block
tructure, no global patterns of variation apply to interdomain
egions. Interdomain regions can be classified into larger regions
ID1, ID2 and ID4), which contain more than 100 amino acids,
r smaller regions (ID3, ID5, ID6), which contain less than 100
mino acids (Fig. 1). Similar to DBL domains, sequence vari-
bility in the ID2 and ID4 regions concentrates in variable blocks
Fig. 1), suggesting these interdomain regions may also be pre-
erving a specific three-dimensional fold. By comparison, ID1
as relatively few invariant residues, and these are not concen-
rated but rather are distributed throughout the ∼200 amino acid
egion. Of the smaller interdomain regions, ID5 and ID6 are
ighly polymorphic while ID3 is extremely conserved, and may
old as part of the DBL domain [17]. Curiously, although the
BL6 and ID6 are membrane proximal and may have been

xpected to be less exposed, they are the most polymorphic
Table S2, Fig. S1).

.2. VAR2CSA mutations are not independent and gene
iversification is associated with a high rate of segmental

ene recombination/gene conversion

To investigate multiple-site patterns of VAR2CSA polymor-
hism, we performed a segmentation analysis. Unlike positional

ng a standard alignment to a type expanded alignment for three DBL2 segments.
. Segment types absent from a specific VAR2CSA sequence are represented by
gnment to standard phylogenetic tools. A standard tree (b) and type expanded
uences between the beginning of the protein and the interdomain 2 (alignment
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Table 1
Variation at polymorphic segments

No. of mismatches from
consensus types

Frequency among polymorphic
segmentsa

0 4370 (70.3%)
1 1367 (22.0%)
2 308 (5.0%)
3 86 (1.4%)
4 50 (0.8%)
5 10 (0.1%)
6 13 (0.0%)
7 6
8 3
9 3
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ntropy, which treats sites as independent, segmentation anal-
sis uses a statistical model that assumes the protein contains
number of ‘correlated segments’ (or simply ‘segments’) in
hich mutations are linked. Each segment may assume a num-
er of basic types, where for simplicity a type can be thought
f as a (possibly mutated) consensus sequence (see supporting
aterials). Under the segmentation model the total VAR2CSA

ntropy is decreased because many of the polymorphic sites are
orrelated (compare black and red bars, Figs. 2 and S1). The
AR2CSA alignment has 263 segments (average segment has
.1 amino acids) that in total cover 1613 (56.4%) of the total
ositions and the majority (90.3%) of the strongly polymorphic
entropy > 0.32) positions, indicating the presence of substantial
ocal correlations in amino acid polymorphism (Figs. 2 and S1).
orrelated segments were identified in both variable and semi-
onserved blocks.

In general, we observe two broad classes of differences
mong types in the same segment. Some types are relatively
losely related to each other, suggesting they likely arose by
oint mutation. For example, the yellow (consensus KFLAG-
LIVS) and blue (consensus KFLAGCLIAA) types in the
nal segment in variable block 3 of DBL2 (Fig. 2). This is,

owever, the minority case as more typically types are quite
ifferent from each other (compare to the green type (consen-
us LLKE-WIIAA) in this same segment), suggesting that some
echanism other than point mutation brought them into align-

P
e
d
t

ig. 4. Three-dimensional models of polymorphism in the VAR2CSA DBL2 and DB
omains [23]. Panels A–D correspond to VAR2CSA DBL2 and panels E–H to VAR
–2.1) determined from a multiple alignment of 18 full-length VAR2CSA sequence
B, F) Mapping of variable sequence blocks determined by segmentation analysis. Po
re numbered. Semi-conserved homology blocks B, D, F and H are indicated. Conse
ositional entropy, panels (D) and (H) are rotated 180◦ relative to (C) and (G), respec
a Between 106 var2CSA sequences, a total of 6216 polymorphic segments
ompared.

ent. Although within a segment, there is generally substantial
ivergence between types (21% identity across types at polymor-
hic sites compared to an overall 63% identity at polymorphic
ites), the observed types are remarkably conserved between
solates. For instance, between the 105 var2CSA sequences and

. reichenowi, 70% of the polymorphic segments (4370/6216)
xactly match one of the consensus types and an additional 22%
iffer by only one amino acid from consensus (Table 1). Fur-
hermore, many of these basic types are present both across

L3 domains. Domains were modeled based upon the EBA-175 F1 and F2 DBL
2CSA DBL3. (A, E) The amino acid diversity or positional entropies (range:
s are shown using a temperature scale from blue to red (low to high entropy).
lymorphic segments are colored and those under strong diversifying selection
rved residues are shown in grey. (C, D, G and H) Space-fill representation of
tively.
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road geographical regions and in P. reichenowi (Fig. S1) even
hough the primate malaria is estimated to have diverged from
. falciparum ∼6–10 Mya [37,38]. Thus, we conclude that gene
ecombination/gene conversion of ancient and slowly mutating
asic segment types likely creates the observed var2CSA com-
inatorial diversity and mosaicism (Figs. 3 and S1). In addition,
vidence suggests that recombination sites typically fall between
and not within) correlated segments.

Using this data set, we investigated geographic relationships
mong VAR2CSA sequences to discover any geographi-
ally linked patterns of variation that may impact vaccine
esign. Standard phylogenetic tree approaches, however, assume
equences evolve through mutation and are not appropriate for
tudying highly recombinogenic gene families [25]. Indeed,

tandard VAR2CSA trees suggest some P. falciparum sequences
re more distant from each other than from P. reichenowi
Fig. 3b). Alternative approaches that construct separate trees in
ach non-recombinant block are also not helpful [39]. First the

p
l
a
B

able 2
iversifying selection on VAR2CSA DBL domains

AR2CSA region Codon boundaries Mean omega Mean prob.a V

TS 1–66 1.00 0.49 D
BL1 67–357 1.01 0.37 B
B1b 68–74 1.54 0.85 V
B2 84–98 2.01 0.89 V
BLOCK 96–114 0.96 0.59 D
B3 115–123 0.71 0.38 F
B4 139–143 0.41 0.04 V
BLOCK 152–180 1.20 0.29 V
B5c 170–215 3.15 0.92 H
BLOCK 217–237 0.34 0.17 V
B6 247–262 0.80 0.38 D
BLOCK 276–315 0.20 0.03 V
B7 313–331 1.04 0.50 B
BL2 570–917 1.05 0.54 V
B1 573–581 1.38 0.85 D
B2 587–592 1.85 0.88 V
BLOCK 600–612 0.46 0.29 V
B3 612–649 1.80 0.96 F
B4 658–678 1.81 0.92 H
BLOCK 680–699 0.22 0.11 V
B5 728–736 1.27 0.67 V
BLOCK 743–763 0.21 0.11 V
B6 769–805 1.16 0.74 D
BLOCK 811–846 0.59 0.29 V
B7 849–878 2.13 0.99 B
B8 885–907 1.42 0.50 V
BL3 1333–1647 0.52 0.25 V
B1 1335–1343 0.74 0.35 D
BLOCK 1365–1378 0.07 0.00 V
B2 1428–1455 1.19 0.62 F
BLOCK 1463–1480 0.07 0.01 V
B3 1501–1517 1.21 0.74 H
BLOCK 1520–1539 1.00 0.60 V
B4 1537–1555 1.22 0.72
BLOCK 1562–1596 0.26 0.03
B5 1597–1621 0.85 0.35

a The posterior probability that a codon is subject to diversifying selection average
b VB denotes variable block.
c Bolded regions have at least one codon inferred to be subject to significant positiv
al Parasitology 155 (2007) 103–112 109

xtensive recombination of VAR2CSA would require hundreds
f trees that would be challenging to comprehend. Second, and
ore importantly, the tree topologies would be determined pri-
arily by large scale differences (i.e., type differences) between

equences even though such differences likely arose prior to
. falciparum continental separation and, thus, are not part of
atterns of variation we wish to discover. Instead, we propose
novel phylogenetic analysis approach that tracks gene rela-

ionships based upon new mutations that have occurred since
he basic segment types evolved. This approach differs from
he multiple tree approach both because it produces a single
ree and because recent evolution events determine the tree
opology. Our ‘population tree’ approach assumes that entire
opulations of genes, each with all types for all segments

resent, evolve and spread independently. Fortunately, popu-
ation trees can be obtained by submitting a ‘type expanded’
lignment as input to standard phylogenetic programs (Fig. 3).
y avoiding alignments of different segment types, expanded

AR2CSA region Codon boundaries Mean omega Mean prob.a

BL4 1717–2002 0.46 0.18
BLOCK 1742–1757 0.04 0.00
B1 1764–1774 1.48 0.84
B2 1796–1813 1.01 0.50
BLOCK 1814–1839 0.03 0.00
BLOCK 1863–1873 0.55 0.20
B3 1872–1886 2.58 0.99
B4 1903–1915 0.86 0.28
BLOCK 1930–1960 0.27 0.12
B5 1954–1965 0.93 0.46
BL5 2152–2431 0.58 0.30
B1 2167–2176 0.39 0.04
BLOCK 2178–2196 0.06 0.00
B2 2226–2241 0.87 0.38
BLOCK 2241–2259 0.13 0.04

B3 2260–2267 0.70 0.24
B4 2286–2291 1.70 0.76
BLOCK 2292–2309 0.37 0.23
BLOCK 2325–2359 0.57 0.31
B5 2349–2371 1.16 0.73
B6 2387–2394 1.09 0.68
B7 2407–2419 1.16 0.73
BL6 2493–2752 4.46 0.65
B1 2499–2529 1.11 0.65
BLOCK 2529–2546 1.34 0.46
B2 2542–2550 2.52 0.74
B3 2578–2586 0.96 0.44
BLOCK 2587–2605 0.37 0.08
B4 2606–2636 2.42 0.98
BLOCK 2630–2649 1.08 0.41
B5 2650–2680 6.17 0.97
BLOCK 2678–2709 9.07 0.76

B6 2690–2752 12.46 0.98

d across codons for the defined region.

e selection.
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lignments highlight new mutation. The tree built with the type
xpanded alignment correctly identifies P. reichenowi as an out-
ier and has more branch-like structure than the tree built with
tandard alignments (Fig. 3). Moreover, bootstrap analysis indi-
ates that two sequences from the same geographical region
re more likely to group in the same sub-tree than would be
xpected were there no geographical effect (p-value < 10−5).
reater depth of VAR2CSA sequence coverage in multiple
eographic regions will be important to determine if geo-
raphic considerations should be used in VAR2CSA vaccine
election.

.3. Diversifying selection is highly biased on the DBL
urface and differs in extent between the six VAR2CSA DBL
omains

Although PfEMP1 proteins have a critical role in parasite
mmune evasion and pathogenesis [8], there has been lim-
ted investigation of diversity selection and this has primarily
een focused on small protein regions [17,21]. Here, we ana-
yzed selection pressures over all six VAR2CSA DBL domains
nd modeled the three-dimensional distribution of polymor-
hic sites in the VAR2CSA DBL2 and DBL3 domains. This
nalysis supports the hypothesis that the semi-conserved B, D,

and H blocks correspond to structural or scaffolding ele-
ents in DBL domains, and that variable blocks are either

olymorphic loops that connect the scaffolding elements or sur-
ace exposed residues on the DBL scaffolding itself (Fig. 4).
otably, most polymorphic segments appear to be under strong
iversifying or balancing selection (dN/dS ratios, or ω val-
es, significantly >1.0, Table 2), consistent with B cell epitope
apping showing that polymorphic segments are subject to

ntibody pressure [16,17]. Conversely, semi-conserved blocks
re more constrained, although individual residues exposed on
he DBL scaffold can be polymorphic and have large dN/dS
atios.

Multi-domain comparisons show that VAR2CSA polymor-
hism is highly biased to one surface of the DBL2 fold and
iffers in total surface distribution between the DBL2 and DBL3
omains (Fig. 4) [17]. For instance, polymorphic segments 7
nd 8 are highly diverse in the DBL2 domain, but the equivalent
esidues are nearly invariant in the DBL3 domain. Moreover,
he pattern and extent of diversifying selection differs between
ndividual domains (Table 2). These findings imply either that
nvariant surfaces are poorly targeted by antibody or may be less
ccessible in the native protein.

DBL domains have been found to engage different host recep-
ors using distinct mechanisms and different binding sites on
pposite sides of the DBL fold [22,23]. Although the precise
SA binding contact residues have not been defined in the
AR2CSA DBL domains, it may be significant that variable
locks 1, 2 and 3 in the DBL2 domain are located in the equiv-
lent EBA-175::sialic acid binding region and variable blocks

and 6 are located in the equivalent Pk�-DBL::Duffy antigen

inding region (Fig. 4). Both locations were also predicted to
ave variable loops in the DBL3 domain, although there was
ignificantly less variability adjacent to the equivalent sialic

v
t
s
f

al Parasitology 155 (2007) 103–112

cid binding site. Therefore, potential host interaction sites in
AR2CSA DBL domains are surrounded by amino acids that
re under strong selection for amino acid diversification, pre-
umably for immune evasion.

. Concluding remarks

Our findings support a model of VAR2CSA evolution in
hich protein diversification is concentrated at flexible loops

n the DBL fold and other surface exposed residues. Unex-
ectedly, there are extensive local correlations in VAR2CSA
olymorphism and the same variable loop types were found
n geographically diverse parasite isolates. Comparison to P.
eichenowi suggests the polymorphic segments have ancient ori-
ins highlighting the importance of gene recombination/gene
onversion in var2CSA diversification. While VAR2CSA does
ot appear to recombine extensively with other var genes [20], it
s tempting to speculate that a similar mechanism may exist for
he broader family of recombining var genes because polymor-
hic blocks are sometimes shared between otherwise distinct
ar sequences [40]. This mechanism may provide significant
exibility in DBL domains to bind and sequester infected
rythrocytes from blood circulation and potentially introduces
ariability near previously defined DBL-host interaction sites
22,23].

A question raised by these findings is how do pregnant women
evelop a broad antibody response to an antigen as polymorphic
s VAR2CSA? While the specific targets of maternal antibodies
re only beginning to be defined [16,17], immune investigations
uggest that CSA binding parasite lines display both common
nd diverse epitopes [5,41–44]. Although it has been postu-
ated that antibody cross-recognition of placental isolates may
e due to highly conserved epitopes, a distinct possibility sug-
ested by this analysis is that antibody cross-reactivity may be
aused by overlapping polymorphism between geographically
iverse parasite isolates. During typical infections, parasites
witch between PfEMP1 proteins to evade immunity [8]. For
lacental adherent isolates, the options for switching appear
imited [14,15]. One possibility is that exposure to multiple dif-
erent parasite genotypes during pregnancy may broaden the
aternal antibody response to diverse VAR2CSA alleles. Curi-

usly, although the VAR2CSA protein is highly polymorphic,
surprising amount of predicted DBL surfaces are invariant

nd diversifying selection differs between the six DBL domains
n VAR2CSA. These results suggest that only a limited por-
ion of each DBL domain is actively seen by the host immune
ystem and may indicate the presence of previously unrecog-
ized domain interactions within or between VAR2CSA and
ther proteins at the IE surface. If invariant residues or surfaces
re exposed in the native protein, then vaccine efforts will need to
edirect antibody responses to these less polymorphic sites. Con-
ersely, if PAM immunity targets polymorphic segments, then
nformation from segmentation analysis can now be applied in

accine strategies to broaden antibody reactivity. The segmen-
ation methodology may have wider application for uncovering
equence patterns in rapidly evolving and recombining gene
amilies or highly polymorphic vaccine targets.
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